WSD Elementary Schools
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Would you be able to accommodate putting the students/friends together in a class so
that they have consistent materials to learn?
Teachers and administrators spent countless hours creating class lists that are
balanced for ability, support services, learning styles, etc. We also used input
from parents that was gathered in the Spring. We will be following the same
criteria for our virtual classes. Class lists will be posted to the Infinite Campus
portal on Monday, 8/24.
What will the schedule look like for virtual learning?
The district is still putting together plans for what the daily schedule will look like
for each grade level. The plan follows the regular school day schedule, the
traditional start and end times (8:30-3:15 for LG & SG and 8:35-3:20 for BB & SC).
As soon as those plans are finalized, they will be shared.
How will materials, textbooks, workbooks, and resources be distributed prior to the
opening of school for the virtual learning plan?
We are still working on specific details for the distribution process including laptop
devices and they will be shared in the coming weeks. Whether your student is in
the 100% In-Person or 100% Virtual, they will receive the same curricular materials.
Supply lists?
Supply lists that are found on each school’s website are applicable to 100% InPerson and 100% Virtual. If this should change we will let you know.
How will the virtual learning plan this Fall be different from that of this past Spring?
The Curriculum Department is working with instructional coaches on providing a
robust plan for our teachers that will emphasize synchronous live teaching and
provide opportunities for students to work independently and collaboratively.
The schedule will mirror their traditional in-school schedule with opportunities for
breaks, lunch, as well as time for small group instruction, follow up, and
collaboration. More information about this virtual learning program will be shared
in the coming weeks.
Are masks required of all staff and students?
Per the Governor’s orders, we are requiring students to have on a face covering
at all times when less than six feet away from another person. They are required
at all times on the bus, irrespective of distancing. Please refer to the Department
of Health guidelines:
PDE Guidance for Mask Coverings
Department of Health Face Covering Guidelines
What will be the Chromebook model used for K-2 students?
Dell Latitude Chromebook 3100
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What will be the Dell laptop model used for Grades 3-5 students?
5th Grade - Dell Latitude 3310
4th Grade - A mixture of Dell Latitude 3350 and Dell Latitude 3340
3rd Grade - A mixture of Dell Latitude 3350 and Dell Latitude 3340
Will there be a Kindergarten Orientation and/or building tour?
Tentatively Kindergarten Orientation is scheduled for Monday, August 31st from
12:00-1:30pm. It will be virtual; more information will be coming from
Kindergarten teachers. We are looking into the possibility of building tours in the
last week of August. Please stay tuned for more information.
What will Back to School Night look like?
Back to School Night will be virtual; please look at the district calendar for the
specific dates for your school.
Where will students be storing their belongings?
The students will be storing their belongings at their desk and their chair.
When January comes, will parents be able to choose the alternate option?
Yes. The child will be placed in the preferred program. All efforts will be made to
keep the child with students from their home school as enrollment numbers
allow.

